Current Clinical Trials in Non-muscle Invasive Bladder Cancer.
As our molecular understanding of bladder cancer continues to advance, more and more novel agents are entering clinical trials across the spectrum of bladder cancer stages. The clinical trial activity for non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) has been boosted further by the evolution of specific disease states that set more uniform inclusion criteria for clinical trial design. Here, we aimed to review the current clinical trials landscape in non-muscle invasive bladder cancer with respect to these disease states. Most active clinical trials focus on high-risk NMIBC in either the BCG-naïve or BCG-unresponsive setting. Strict criteria to define the disease state and a clear pathway to drug registration have encouraged trials for patients with BCG-unresponsive NMIBC. The most promising potential breakthroughs for BCG-naïve patients include alternative BCG strains, immune-priming with intradermal BCG vaccination, and systemic immune checkpoint blockade. The latter therapy is also being actively investigated in multiple trials in BCG-unresponsive NMIBC, along with novel viral agents such as INSTILADRIN (nadofaragene firadenovec) and targeted agents such as oportuzumab monatox. After many years of relative stagnation, multiple new therapies currently under investigation in well-designed clinical trials appear poised for routine clinical implementation in the near future. These therapies should dramatically improve the outcome of patients with NMIBC. We can look forward to the challenges of biomarker-driven drug selection, optimal drug sequencing, and rational combination therapies.